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Introduction 
 

9 people, including SLS members and local residents, spent two hours undertaking a street audit along the 

length of St Thomas Street observing the public realm and how the public used it. This included the built 

environment, pavements, road layout, pedestrians, green infrastructure, vehicular traffic and deliveries. 

 

 Built environment – types of existing buildings, future buildings, already planned and those envisaged, the 

design of buildings and the desire to keep those of historic interest, entrances on to the street 

 Pavements – space, obstructions, surfaces, accessibility 

 Road layout – road widths, parking, commercial entrances, vehicle access off the street, roads adjoining St 

Thomas Street 

 Pedestrians – numbers, movement, street crossings, pinch points 

 Green infrastructure – greening in the street, greening on buildings 

 Vehicular traffic – numbers, movement, parking, taxis, street crossings, local traffic, rat running, 

commercial vehicles 

 Deliveries – loading points, delivery bays, parking. 
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The street audit 
 

We started at the top of Bermondsey Street and walked along St Thomas Street to Borough High Street observing the environment and how people 

used it. We stopped and discussed ideas and issues as we went along. We stopped and observed human behaviour at points where clashes were 

occurring and where potential clashes were likely to occur.  
 

We found that for convenience of thinking St Thomas Street could be thought of in three sections.  

1. The Shard to Borough High Street 

2. The Shard forecourt, the entrances to the station plus planned pedestrian entrances (the Spanish Steps)  

3. Bermondsey Street to the Shard, where the viaduct facade has been cleaned and repaired. 

 

                                                                                  
                                                   Section 1                                                                     Section 2                                                                                 Section 3 
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The Shard 

Guy’s hospital 

Old Operating  

Theatre Museum 



These three sections made different demands on the public realm in St Thomas Street which would need to be catered for, as well as joined up in a 

way that makes the street work as a whole. I will refer to these sections in the rest of this report. 

 

St Thomas Street is an extremely busy street especially as it is bordered by London Bridge Station, Guy’s Hospital, the Shard and shops, as well as mid 

height residential buildings. Delivery vehicle access is needed to loading bays (mostly in section 3) and the Shard entrance (section 2). Taxi access is 

needed predominately at the Shard entrance. There is no great need for private vehicles to use St Thomas Street except as a rat run to avoid Tooley 

Street. It is interesting to note at this point that St Thomas Street had been closed for some years and traffic had found other ways to cross the area 

but now that drivers perceived that it was open they were trying to use it as a rat run. We observed them making three point turns (sic) outside the 

Shard when they found that the road was not in fact fully open.  Drivers ignoring the ‘access only’ sign at the junction with Borough High Street were 

contributing to the level of congestion in the road outside the Shard. 

 

What becomes immediately obvious on entering St Thomas Street is the vast number of pedestrians travelling in many different directions.  

Their routes include: 

 Guys Hospital and King’s College Medical Campus (Great Maze Pond ) to London Bridge Station (over and underground), and its forecourt  

 New London Bridge Station entrance on to St Thomas street and dispersing easterly in the direction of Bermondsey Street  

 Along the whole length of the street, walking from the Borough market area to Bermondsey and Maltby Street market areas. 

 From Borough High Street to Guys hospital and King’s College Medical Campus (Great Maze Pond ) 

 

Cyclists were also evident although not in great numbers. They were using the street as a way through and to access buildings. There did not seem to 

be any clashes but the cyclists were having to ‘pick their way through’ in places due to the sheer number of pedestrians. 

 

There are very high rise residential and commercial buildings planned for a substantial length of the south side section 3 which will increase the 

number of pedestrians. Similar developments on other adjacent plots will do the same. The increase in the number of travellers planned to come into 

London Bridge by train and tube will also add more pedestrians.  
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Report on each section 

 
 

                                                                 
 

 

Section 1 - The Shard to Borough High Street 

 

This section of Thomas Street is predominantly Victorian town houses belonging to the hospital. The entrance to the hospital courtyard and the 

Operating Theatre Museum are also in this section. The former is due to be cleared of parked cars, thus enhancing the Guy’s campus for pedestrians 

and creating a good route to London Bridge Station. The road is wider here and has two lanes as well as parking and a taxi rank. The south pavement 

has bollards which make the already narrow pavement barely passable for two people. Movement for parents with buggies and wheelchair users is 

very difficult when the pavement is packed – which it usually is. This pavement needs developing to deal with the large number of pedestrians and 

acknowledge it is a major route to the entrance of one of London’s biggest hospitals. The pavement on the other side is also narrow but does not have 

bollards. 
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Section 2 - The Shard forecourt 

 

This is the entrance to the Shard and the Shangri-la Hotel. There is also a junction between the road and the pedestrian streets, Great Maze Pond and 

Joiner Street. This is a very busy pedestrian intersection throughout the day with people mostly accessing the stations and the hospital (see App. A).  A 

considerable number of people also pass through when walking the whole length of St Thomas Street  as Borough market and Bermondsey Street are 

both very popular destinations with tourists. The vehicle entrance to the Hotel is not well designed in terms of priorities such that vehicles and 

pedestrians were seen to obstruct each other. The concept of shared space is a good one but the public pavements need to be clearly marked as there 

are so many people passing through. Due to lack of space no taxi ranks were built here. This has been corrected by marking a taxi rank on the 

pavement outside the Shard. This has considerably reduced the pavement width especially as taxis now do a U-turn over the pavement. Proper 

provision for taxis not being planned for is a major omission. There is cycle parking here but, as it was full and rows of bikes were padlocked to the 

hospital railings, there evidently is not enough. 

                                                                                                                                                    
 

There is no green infrastructure here (only green plastic Shard shaped bushes on the Shard forecourt!). On the corner of St Thomas Street and Great 

Maze Pond an Arts, Science and Health museum is being built and which will attract more pedestrians.  
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For the future it is important to note that the following will further increase the number of pedestrians: 

 Expansion of Guy’s hospital, including the recently opened cancer centre 

 More rail passengers when London Bridge Station rebuilding is complete 

 Several large new or enlarged buildings on St Thomas Street 

 

 

                    
 

 

Section 3 - Bermondsey Street to the Shard 

 

At the easterly end of St Thomas Street is a light controlled junction with Bermondsey Street, Crucifix lane, and Snowsfields.  Bermondsey Street 

(south) and Crucifix Lane are one way flowing into the junction. Snowsfields, Bermondsey Street (north) and St Thomas Street are also one way but 

flow out of the junction. The roadways in Bermondsey Street and Crucifix Lane are wide and the pavements very narrow and both are of poor quality. 

The Bermondsey tunnel is dirty and noisy.  

 

There is only a need for delivery vehicles to enter this end of St Thomas Street to access the delivery bays under the arches on the north side of 

section 3. The restored arches look very attractive and are served by a wide pavement. They will house a variety of shops and cafes.  On the south side 

is a variety of different plots of undeveloped land and medium high offices. There is no green infrastructure here. 
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Overall picture 
 

The one issue that stands out beyond all others in considering the future of St Thomas Street is that the number of pedestrians is huge at any time of 

the day and far outweighs the numbers of other forms of transport. Thus for the street to be friendly to the most numerous users then the maximum 

amount of space needs to be given to them. There is very little need of road space, as only access to the Shard and the residential block, currently 

under construction next door, is needed, along with associated deliveries. Occasionally, access into the bollarded Great Maze Pond and Joiner Street is 

needed. In summary, St Thomas Street should not be reopened to through traffic. It should be access-only, enforced by automatic number plate 

recognition. 
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Our suggestions for creating a pleasant and functioning environment on St Thomas Street whilst taking into account the needs of all users are as 

follows: 

 

Section1 - The Shard to Borough High Street 
 

The road could be narrowed and made one way in an easterly direction. The pavements could be widened and the bollards removed to ease 

pedestrian journeys and make access easy for disabled people heading for the hospital. A continuous flat surface is needed of both those using 

walking sticks and crutches, as well as wheelchair users. A substantial  taxi rank could be placed on the north side with a communication link to the 

Shangri-La Hotel so that cabs could be summoned as required (this would avoid the need for taxis to park on the pavement outside the Shard)  

 

 

Section 2 - The Shard forecourt 

 
The street would continue as one way easterly up to Weston Street where traffic would turn right. Weston Street would be one way south as far as 

just before the loading bay for Guys Hospital.  

 

By far the most important issue here is the pedestrian crossing from Joiner Street to Great Maze Pond. Thousands of pedestrians cross here every 

hour (see App A), including many disabled people who need to access the hospital. Also, in the future, the Thomas Guy courtyard will connect with the 

stairs to the station that are proposed. This will increase the number of people crossing St Thomas Street at this point. We suggest that a wide raised 

crossing is made here (see diagram) so that pedestrians can cross at any point when the lights are in their favour. If a narrow crossing is installed here 

then pedestrians will be weaving through the waiting cars which will be dangerous for them and cyclists. There would need to be along phase on the 

lights to clear the large number of pedestrians that will be waiting to cross. This will cause some inconvenience to vehicle drivers but traffic should not 

be heavy here as it is only access for the Shard. A long crossing here would also mean that the occasional vehicle that needs to access the gated Joiner 

Street and Greta Maze Pond will be able to wait for access whatever the phase of the lights.  

 

The cycle parking opposite the Shard needs extending as far as possible to ensure there are enough cycle locking posts for all cyclists. Many of them 

will be choosing to use public transport, as advised, and will need total security for their bikes.         8 



 

The pavement outside the Shard needs a treatment that identifies it more clearly for pedestrians, and that reduces confusion with clashing vehicles.   
 

As there is no greenery here, there is a great opportunity to place a green wall on the large expanse of red brick to the right of the Shard / HCA clinic 

entrance. 

 

Section 3 - Bermondsey Street to the Shard 
 

This section of St Thomas Street could be pedestrianized and be a destination in its own right. With cafes opened in the arches and tables and chairs 

outside it would make an attractive resting place for travellers. The addition is greenery – trees and shrubs in planters – would add to the effect and 

help reduce pollution. The space will also need future-proofing with design guidelines that ensure developers offer exciting street level activities that 

could include retail, restaurants, cafes, interest for families and greenery.  
 

There would need to be one way access through here to the loading bays but this could be incorporated into the design of the space. Delivery vehicles 

could access the bays from Crucifix Lane and exit down Weston Street under a ten mile per hour speed restriction. The bays themselves are very 

unattractive so improvements here are appropriate. The pavement should be continued in front of them and less industrial doors with greening could 

reduce their very negative visual impact. 
 

Traffic coming along Crucifix Lane would turn right into Bermondsey Street and join Tooley Street to proceed west. This way St Thomas Street 

becoming a rat run is avoided. 
 

The area around the junction at Bermondsey Street, Crucifix Lane and Snowsfields could also be redesigned to cater for future usage.  The whole 

junction could be a raised table, with added greenery, to create more of a shared space. 
 

As a new entrance for the station is to be built at the top of Bermondsey Street then the pavements through the tunnel could be widen to take the 

inevitable increase in pedestrians as the road is one way it could be narrowed without effecting traffic flow. The tunnel could also be visually 

improved by the use of exciting lighting and noise reduction surfacing. 

 

As they are one way streets, Bermondsey Street and Crucifix Lane could have their pavements widened and resurfaced.   
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Summary 
 

There seems to be very reason to make St Thomas Street as pedestrian friendly as possible for travellers, commuters, tourists, visitors and residents. 

There does not seem to be a case for a vehicle through route which is likely to create a ‘rat run’ and added pollution. Deliveries can be made via a one 

way system making use of shared space and possibly ‘timed access’. The eastern end of the street could become a very pleasant social area with a 

strong green infrastructure that would also alleviate some of the problems associated with intense urbanisation. Taxis could have a rationalised 

system of pick-up using a signalling system, cyclists could have sufficient lockable posts so none are forced to lock their bikes to railings and 

pedestrians could move through the area with ease. Over all St Thomas Street could become the kind of liveable and stress reducing environment that 

this area so desperately needs. 

 

                                                                            

Appendix A. 
 

A quick survey of pedestrian numbers, taken at 11am on a Monday, showed that roughly 6,500 people were passing through this intersection in an 

hour. During rush hour this figure would be considerably more.  

 

This survey should be followed up by full surveys of vehicle, cycle and pedestrian movements plus forecast of future numbers once the currently 

known redevelopments are in operations.               10 


